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On the Generalized Springer Correspondence 
for Exceptional Groups 

N. Spaltenstein 

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over an 
algebraically closed field k. Let Q3G be the variety of Borel subgroups of 
G, and for x e G let Q3~={B e Q3GIB;) x}. Springer [28] has shown that the 
Weyl group W of G acts naturally on the .e-adic cohomology groups 
Hi(Q3~; Qi) (.e a prime, .e*char(k». We shall consider here the action 
of W defined by Lusztig [13] rather than that defined originally by Springer 
(they agree up to tensoring by the sign representation of W [10]; moreover 
no restriction on the characteristic is needed in [13]). 

If H is a finite group, let H" be the set of all isomorphism classes of 
irreducible Qrrepresentations of H. For x e G the finite group AG(x)= 
CaCx)/C~(x) acts on H*(Q3~) (we shall omit the Qt), and this action com
mutes with that of W. Let d",=dimQ3~. The action of WXAG(x) in 
H2dz()8~) turns out to be particularly interesting. For any peW" there 
exist a unipotent element u e G and ¢ e AG(u)" such that p®¢ occurs in 
H2d"()8~). Moreover the pair (u, ¢) is unique up to G-conjugation, and 
p®¢ occurs with multiplicity one in H2d"()8~). We write then p=p~,~. 
This injective map from W" to the set JIf G of conjugacy classes of pairs 
(u, ¢) (u e G unipotent, ¢ e AG(u)") is explicitly known in most cases. If 
the characteristic is good, it is described by Shoji [22] [23] (G classical, F4), 

Springer [28] (Gz), Alvis, Lusztig and the author [3] (En. n=6, 7, 8). Clas
sical groups in characteristic 2 are treated in [17]. We shall consider 
here exceptional groups in bad characteristic. 

We shall also be concerned with Lusztig's generalization of Springer's 
correspondence [14]. Consider a pair (u, ¢) (u e G unipotent, ¢ e AG(U)A). 
Lusztig attaches to (u, ¢) a 4-tuple (L, v, t, p) (or rather a G-conjugacy 
class of such objects), where L is a Levi factor of some parabolic subgroup 
of G, veL is unipotent, t e Aiv)", p e (NG(L)/L)". If L=G, then (v, t) 
is conjugate to (u, ¢) and p is automatically trivial, and we say that (u, ¢) 
is cuspidal for G. Lusztig's construction has in particular the following 
properties. It defines a bijection between JIf G and the set fll' G of G-con
jugacy classes of 4-tuples (L, v, t, p) as above for which (v, t) is cuspidal 
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for L. When L=T is a maximal torus, we have v=l, t=1 and p E 

(No(T)jTY'. The subset of !!£ 0 corresponding to L = T can therefore be 
identified with W", and the restriction of Lusztig's bijection to this subset 
is precisely Springer's correspondence. In general, we shall write p=p~,~ 
if (u, cjJ) corresponds to (L, v, t, p). 

We shall compute the generalized Springer correspondence for groups 
of type G2, F4 , E6, E7, Es. The results will however not be complete. In 
the case where No(L)jL is dihedral of order 12 there are two irreducible 
representations of degree 2 and the methods used in this paper do not 
allow to distinguish them. 

Most of the theoretical results which we shall need concerning 
Springer's correspondence and its generalization are proved by Lusztig in 
[14] (without any assumption on the characteristic). 

I wish to thank G. Lusztig for helpful conversations. 

§ 1. 

We shall proceed essentially as in [3]. As the characteristic is now 
arbitrary, we must however be more careful. We shall use the following 
properties. 

1.1. The Weyl group W can be considered in a natural way as a re
flection group in a Qe-vector space V, and it acts on the space of all poly
nomial functions on V. For pEW", let ap = min {d E NI p occurs in the 
space of homogeneous polynomial functions of degree don V}. Suppose 
p= p~,~. Then 

(I) ap>du ; moreover ap=du if cjJ= 1. 
This follows from the results of Borho and MacPherson [6]. Here we 

have to use the identification of the action of W on H*(~f) with the clas
sical action of W on H*(~O). This identification is stated and used in [6], 
but the proof is left to the reader. For completeness a proof is given in 
paragraph 2. 

1.2. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical U, 
and let M be a Levi factor of P. Let u E G, u' EM be unipotent and 
let Yu,u'={x E Glx-'ux E u'U}. It is known that dim Yu,u,<t (dim CaCu) 
+ dim C M(u'»+dim U [29]. The group Co(u) X C M(u')U acts on Yu,u' by 
(g, m)·x=gxm-' (g E CaCu), m E CM(u')U, x E Y""u'). In particular Ao(u) 
XAM(u') acts on the set Xu,u' of all irreducible components of Yu,u' of 

dimension HdimCo(u)+dimCM(u'»+dimU, affording a permutation 
representation eu,u' (over Qe). Let LcMbe a Levi factor of some parabolic 
subgroup of M (or equivalently of G). Let vEL be unipotent and t E 

AL(V)" be such that (v, t) is cuspidal for L. Let Wo=NaCL)jL, W~= 
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N M(L)jL, P E W~, p' E W~", ifJ E AG(u)", ifJ' E AM(U')". Suppose that (u, ifJ), 
(u', ifJ') correspond respectively to (L, v, t, p) (for G) and (L, v, t, p') (for 
M). Then 

(II) <p', Res~g,(p»wo'= <ifJ0ifJ'*, Eu,U.)AG(U)XAM(U')' where ifJ'* is the 
dual of ifJ'. Moreover the irreducible representations of AG(u)XAM(u') 
which occur in Eu,u' are all of the form described above. 

This is a reformulation of a result of Lusztig [14, Thm 8.3]. It gener
alizes a formula of Springer [29]. 

Property (II) is especially useful in two cases where we have a good 
grip on the set Xu,u'. 

1.3. Suppose first that in (1.2) we are in the situation where the class 
C of U in G is obtained by the process of induction from the class of u' in 
M [16], that is, C contains a dense open subset of u'U. Without loss of 
generality we may then assume that U E u'U. Then C~(u)=C3(U)CCM(U')U 
and Cp(u) meets all irreducible components of CMCu')U[l6]. Let N= 
Cp(u)jC8(u)cAG(u), H=Cc".r(u')u(u)jC~(u)CN. Then H is normal in N 
and NjHis naturally isomorphic to AM(u'). Now AG(u) x CNjH) acts on 
AG(u)jH by (a, nH).(xH)=axn-1H (a, x E AG(u), n EN) and this defines 
also an action of AG(u)XAM(u') on AG(u)jH. We have then: 

(III) In this case Xu,u' and AG(u)jH are isomorphic as sets with 
AG(u) X AM(u')-actions. 

This follows from results in [16] (this was already used in [3]). 

1.4. Suppose now that in (1.2) we have u=u'. Let S be the con
nected centre of M. Then M = CG(S) and therefore C M(U) = CCG(u'(S). As 
the centralizer of a torus in a connected group is c:mnected, we find that 
C~(u)=CC~(U)(S). This implies that AM(U) can be considered in a natural 
way as a subgroup of AG(u), and AG(u)XAM(u) acts on AG(u) by (a, b)·x 
=axb- I (a, x E AG(u), bE AM(u).We have then: 

(IV) In this case AG(u) and Xu,u' are isomorphic as sets with AG(u) 
X AM(u)-actions. 

This follows immediately from: 

Lemma. In the situation above, we have: 
(i) Yu,u=CG(u)U. 
(ii) CaCu) U is of pure dimension t(dim CG(u)+dim C M(u))+dim U. 
(iii) Cu(u) is connected. 

The connectedness of Cu(u) is proved in [25]. It is known that 
dim CaCu) = dim CM(u)+2dim Cu(u) [14], [25J. Therefore dim CaCu)U= 
dim CG(u) + dim U-dim Cu(u) = tdimCaCu)+(tdimCG(u)-dimC,.{u))+ 
dim U=tdimCaCu)+tdim CM(u) + dim U. Thus CG(u)Uhas the required 
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dimension, as well as each of its irreducible components since it is a homo
geneous space for Co(u) X U. This proves (ii). It remains to prove (i). 
Clearly Co(u)Uc Yu,u' As Co(u)U is a single Co(u) X U-orbit in Yu,u and 
dim Co(u)U=dim Yu,u, we see that Co(u)U is open in Yu,u. Let C be the 
conjugacy class of u in G. The morphism n: G--'>-C, gt-'>g-Iug is open, and 
so is therefore its restriction to Yu,u--,>-u'un C. In particular rr(Co(u)U) is 
open in u'un C. Notice also that Co(u)U is a union of fibres of rr. Let 
now x E Yu,U' We must show that x E Co(u)U. We have rr(x)=uy for 
some y E U. Let S be the connected centre of M. Then xSc Yu,u' 
Moreover rr(xS) = {us-lysis E S}, and therefore u E rr(xS). Thus rr(xS) 
meets rr(Co(u)U). Therefore xs E Co(u)U for some s E S. So Yu,u= 
Co(u)US = Co(u)SU = Co(u)U. 

1.5. Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical UQ' 

and let L be a Levi factor of Q. Suppose that there exists a unipotent 
element VEL and t E AL(V) such that (v, t) is cuspidal for L. Then the 
conjugacy class of Q is determined by L [14]; it follows that No(L)/L can 
be considered in a natural way as a Coxeter group [15] and we can there
fore talk about its sign representation e. Let now p E (No(L)/L)'" and let 
(L, v, t, p) correspond to (u, ¢). Let C be the conjugacy class of u in G. 
We have then: 

(V) If p=e, then C; v. If p=l, then C is induced from the class 
of v in L, i.e. C contains a dense open subset of vUQ• 

This is proved in [14]. 

Remark. Property (V) is very important in the case where I No (L)/L I 
=2. It is the starting point to apply (II) in a non-trivial way. 

§ 2. Action of W on H*()Bo) 

This paragraph is devoted to a proof of the result of Borho and Mac
Pherson referred to in (Ll). We have two actions of Won H*()Bo). One 
of them is the action of W on H*(5J3~) in the case where X= 1. The other 
one, which we shall call the classical action of W on H*()Bo), has been 
studied quite extensively and has the properties required in (Ll) (see e.g. 
[28, 7.1]). 

Theorem. (Borho-MacPherson). These two actions of Won H*()Bo) 
coincide. 

2.1. It is convenient here to define the Weyl group W of G as in [7]. 
The essential point is that for every pair B-:::;; T consisting of a Borel sub
group and a maximal torus, there is a canonical isomorphism between W 
and No(T)/T. 
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2.2. The classical action of W on H*(5J3G) is obtained as follows. 
Let Bo ~ To be a Borel subgroup and a maximal torus of G. Then 
5J3G~G/Bo and the natural morphism G/To-+G/Bo induces an isomorphism 
H*(G/Bo)~H*(G/To)' Right multiplication gives a right action of 
NG(To)/To on G/To, hence a left action of Won H*(5J3G). It is easily checked 
that this action is independent of the choice of Bo and To. 

2.3. We describe now Lusztig's construction [13]. For simplicity we 
consider first the analogous situation in the Lie algebra case (as is done in 
[6]). 

Let g=Lie(G). We assume that the open subset grs={x E gJx is 
regular and semisimple} is dense in g (this is certainly the case if char(k)*2 
or if G is adjoint). If X is a subvariety of g, let X = {(x, B) E XX5J3GJx E 

Lie (B)} and let 1t'x: X-+X, Px: X-+5J3G be the projections. Let also 1t'=1t'g, 
P=Pg, 1t'r. =1t'grB' For x E g, 1t'-I(X) can be identified with 5J3~={B E 5J3GJx E 

Lie (B)}. 
If x E g", W acts simply transitively on 5J3~. Let B E 5J3~, WE W. As 

x E g", T= C3(x) is a maximal torus of B. Let W E NaCT)/T represent w. 
The image of B under the action of W is by definition W B. This defines a 
right action. If g E NG(T)/T, the image of g B under w is gw B. 

This action turns gr. into a principal W-bundle over gr.' It follows 
that Wacts on the local system E=1t'r.lJ.e over gTl> and hence also on the 
intersection cohomology complex [/' on g which extends E. But one can 
show in this case that [/' is quasi-isomorphic to R1t' *Qe. In particular 
for every x E g the stalk at x of the cohomology .?I{'i [/' is isomorphic to
Hi(5J3'[;), and this defines an action of W on H*()8~). 

2.4. Following a suggestion of Lusztig, we shall use the following: 
obvious result. 

Lemma. Let Xc Y be subvarieties of g. Then the natural map 
H* (Y; [/')-+H* (X; [/') is W-equivariant. 

Notice that for any subvariety X of g we have H* (X; [/·)~H*(X). 
In particular this turns H*(X> into a W-module, and in the situation of the 
lemma the natural map H*(Y)-+H*(X) is W-equivariant. 

2.5. If X is a subvariety of g, let ix: X-+g be the inclusion map. 
Let io=i{o}. From (2.4) we get immediately: 

Lemma. Let X be a subvariety of g. Then p~: H*()8G)-+H*(X) is 
W-equivariant. 

Proof Sincepx=p 0 ix, we havep~=ilop*. Butp turns g into a 
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vector bundle over mG. Thus p* is an isomorphism and p* =(i:)-I. 
Therefore p;=i; 0 (itt! is W-equivariant since by (2.4) both i; and rt 
are so. 

2.6. If x E g, g E G, let g·x=Ad(g)(x). Choose Xo E gr. and Bo E 

m~o' and let C={g·xo!g E G} be the conjugacy class of Xo. Let To=C8(xo) 
CBo. Identify Wwith NG(To)/To. If tV E NG(To) represents WE W, write 
'lUI Bo for !b Bo. 

Let W = Cw(xo)\ Wand for v E W let v = Cw{xo)v. Using the fact that 
7C: g~g is G-equivariant, one finds easily that for every v E W there is a 
unique irreducible component Cli of C which contains (xo, v Bo), and that 
C is the disjoint union of (CV);;E w. Let Pii: c;;~mG be the projection. 

Lemma. pt: H*(18G)~H*(C.) is an isomorphism. 

Proof The fiber of Pli over v Bo is {b. xu! b E v BJ. As Xo E gr. this is 
isomorphic to an affine space. Combined with the G-equivariance of PIi' 
this gives the result. 

2.7. Let p denote the representation of W in H*(18G) given by 
Lusztig's construction. For each WE W let t(w): C~C be the restriction 
.()fthe action ofw on gr •. Let V E W. Then C;;={(g.xo, gVBo)!gE G}, and 
i(w)(g.xo, gVBo)=(g·xo, gvw Bo). Let t;;(w) be the restriction of t(w) to 
c.~Cvw. 

Lemma. pt 0 p(w)=t;;(w)* 0 p~. 

Proof This is a restriction of the formula p~ 0 p(w)=t(w)* 0 p~ which 
expresses the fact that p~ is W-equivariant. 

2.S. We can now prove the analogue of the theorem in the Lie 
algebra case. 

Let a be the right action of Won C1 defined by a(w) (g·xo, gBo) = 
{gw·xo, gw Bo). It is clear that CT is isomorphic to G/To and that a corre
sponds to the action of Won G/To which gives rise to the classical action 
-of W on H*(18G). 

It is therefore enough to prove that the isomorphism Pt: H*(mG)~ 
H*(CT) is W-equivariant with respect to the action p on H*(mG) and the 
action induced by a on H*(CT). That is, we must check that pto p(w) = 
,a(w)* 0 Pt, and this follows from (2.7) and the fact that Pw 0 tT(W)=PT 0 a(w). 

2.9. We tum now to the proof of the theorem itself. The idea is 
,essentially the same. In particular one can define in a similar way G T8 C G, 
and for a subvariety X of G one can define g, 7Cx, Px, etc. We mention 
::first two minor differences. 
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a) Grs is always open dense in G. 
b) G always contains strongly regular semisimple elements, that is, 

elements s such that CG(s) is a torus. If the class C is chosen carefully 
enough in the analogue of (2.6), it is not necessary to introduce W. The 
existence of strongly regular semisimple elements in g is discussed in [28]. 

There is however one more serious difference. I don't know if the 
analogue of (2.5) holds for arbitrary subvarieties of G. However (2.5) is 
used only in the case where X = C, and in order to prove the theorem the 
following result is sufficient. 

Lemma. Let X be a subvariety of G which is contained in a single 
,conjugacy class of G. Then pi: H*(<;jjG)-+ H*(X) is W-equivariant. 

Proof If Y is a subvariety of G, let pe;en be the restriction of Pf to 
<Bi;"O H2i(<;jjG)-+EBi;"O H2i(y). As <;jjG has no odd cohomology, the method 
used in (2.5) shows that pi is W-equivariant if X is contained in a sub
variety Y of G for which pe;en is bijective. 

Let B~ T be a Borel subgroup and a maximal torus of G, let U be the 
unipotent radical of B and let ¢: B-+T be the natural projection. Let 
t E T be conjugate to the semisimple part of some element of X. Let Zl 
be an irreducible curve in T containing both t and 1, let Z = U wE W W Zl 
and let Y= UgEGg(ZU)g-l. Then Y~X. We need now only to show 
that pe;en is an isomorphism. 

Using the inclusion i: <;jjG-+y given by {l}c Y and the fact that 
py 0 i: <;jjG-+<;jjG is the identity, we see that we need only to check that 
H 2i (<;jjG) and H2i(Y) have the same dimension for all i>O. The elements 
of Yare all of the form (x, g B) with g-lxg E ZU. Consider the map v:Y-+ 
Zx <;jjG given by vex, g B) = (¢(g-lxg), g B). It is locally trivial, with fibres 
isomorphic to U. It follows that v*: H*(Z X <;jjG)-+ H*(Y) is an isomor
phism. Now HO(Z)~Qg and Hi(Z)=O for i?;:.2. Since <;jjG has no odd 
cohomology, Kiinneth formula shows that H 2i(<;jjG) and H2i(Y) are 
isomorphic vector spaces for all i?;:. O. This proves the lemma, and also 
the theorem. 

§3. 

We need information about unipotent classes and characters of Weyl 
groups. 

3.1. The irreducible characters of the Weyl groups of type En 
(n=6, 7, 8) were computed by Frame [8], [9]. We shall denote an irredu
db Ie representation p of one of these groups as da , where d is the degree 
of p and a=ap (1.1). 
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For F4 the characters of the Weyl group were obtained by Kondo [12]. 
In Kondo's tables there are 3 "isolated" characters of degrees 4, 12, 16. 
We shall denote them X4, X12, XI6 respectively. The remaining characters 
occur in families and we label Xi,} the ph character in the family of charac
ters of degree i in Kondo's table. 

The integers ap are given in [5]. 

3.2. Let W be a Weyl group of exceptional type and let W' be a 
parabolic subgroup of W. Let pEW, p' E W'~. In order to use property 
(II) we need to know <p', Res;,(p)w" This has been computed by Alvis 
[2]. 

3.3. The results we shall need about the unipotent classes of groups 
of exceptional types and about the groups Aa(u) are all contained in the 
papers by Mizuno [18] (E6), [19] (E7' E8), Shoji [24] (F4' char (k)=/=2), 
Shinoda [21] (F4' char (k)=2). In characteristic 0 the groups Aa(u) are 
also described by Alekseevski [1]. 

We shall use Mizuno's notation for the unipotent classes of groups of 
type En (n= 6, 7, 8). For F4 we shall use the Bala-Carter notation [4], [20] 
whenp=/=2. We adapt it to the case of characteristic 2 as in [26, p. 29]. 

3.4. We need also an explicit knowledge of induction of unipotent 
classes in the case of exceptional group. It was computed by Elashvili in 
characteristic O. The results are listed in [26], together with the extra 
cases occuring in bad characteristic. Another method to work out induc
tion explicitly for exceptional groups is described in [25]. 

§ 4. 

The computation of the generalized Springer correspondence involves 
the same kind of computations as those done in [3]. The first step is the 
determination of the representations of the form P~,I E W~. This can be 
used to get information on the sets Xu,u' of (1.2) which is useful for the 
remaining computations. 

4.1. Suppose that the class of u in G is induced. We can assume 
that we are in the same situation as in (1.3), with M=/=G. Then P=P~,I 
can be determined from P~,I by the generalized Macdonald construction 
described in [16]. Indeed, by (II) and (III) we know that p occurs in the 
representation (J of W obtained by inducing p'. But by (I) used in M and 
G we have ap =ap" and it is known that p is the only component of (J with 
this property. 
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Remark. This relation between P~,I and P;:',I was established in [16] 
by a different method. 

4.2. For the remaining cases (I) limits already strongly the possibili
ties for P~,I. When (II) and (IV) are also taken into account, we are left 
with only a very small number of cases. For Es we have to chose between 
13443s and 35038 for the unipotent class Ag + AI, and between 134419 and 
560019 for the class D5(a l ) + Az. 

We use the following consequence of (II). In the situation of (1.2), 
let C be the conjugacy class of u in G and let WI be the Weyl group of M. 
If Yu,u'=F0, it is, clear that ul E C. Thus ul E C if for some 1/ E AM(UI ) we 
have P;:"¢' E WI" and <p;:',¢" Res;':::, (p~,I)w40. Notice that for x E ewe 
must have dx?:.du. 

We use this with M of type E7 • The restriction of 35038 to WI involves 
18917 E WI". But 18917 corresponds to the class Dlal )+A1 of M. In G, 
for x in the class Dlal)+A I , we have dx=32<38. Thus P~,I =F35038 if u is 
in the class A3+Al of G, and therefore P~,I = 134438 • In a similar way the 
restriction of 560019 involves 2809 E WI". But in M, 2809 corresponds to 
the class DaCaz)+A1• Let x be an element of this class. In G the class of 
x is denoted A 5+Az by Mizuno, and we have dx =17<19. Thus for u in 
the class D5(a l )+Az of G we have P~,I =F560019' hence P~,1 = 134419 • 

Remarks. a) The case of the class A3+Al in a group of type E8 is 
treated in a similar way in [3], but the argument is based on a formula, the 
proof of which is only sketched. Unfortunately Lusztig's proof of this 
result uses Kazhdan's theorem [11] and requires some restrictions on the 
characteristic. We shall therefore not use it here. The information we 
could gain from it here can actually also be deduced from (II) and (IV). 

b) In [3] a stronger form of (I) is used, namely it is stated also that 
a representation of the form P~,1 occurs with multiplicity one in the space 
of polynomial functions of degree du on V. In the case of E8 this rules 
560019 out as a possible p~,l" 

This stronger property holds if and only if the closure of the orbit of 
u)s not branched at the origin. The corresponding statement for nilpotent 
orbits certainly holds since the closure of a nilpotent orbit is a cone, and 
therefore it holds for unipotent orbits too when the characteristic is good. 
It turns out eventually to be always true, but in bad characteristic there 
doens't seem to be such an a priori reason for it. 

4.3. The determination of the representations p~,¢ with rp=F 1 is also 
carried out as in [3], where explicit examples of computations are given. 
In our case there are some additional difficulties due to the fact that we 
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can have many more conjugacy classes of pairs (u, ifJ) than irreducible 
representations of the Weyl group. But we dispose now of property (IV) 
which was not used in [3], and it turns out eventually that we have enough 
information to get the desired result. 

Notice also that in (1.2) we can now decide whether Xu,u' is empty. 
This can be tested with ifJ = I, ifJ' = I in property (II). When we look at 
p~,¢ with ifJ arbitrary, we can then use property (II) and the sets Xu,u' which 
are empty to rule out many possibilities. 

Remark. In [3] an argument related to the characteristic 0 theory is 
used for the class Ds(as) when G is of type Es. This can be avoided as 
follows. Let C be this conjugacy class and let u E C. The difficulty occurs 
only when char (k) * 3. In this case AG(u) ~ Ss. Let e (resp. ()) be the sign 
representation (resp. the 2-dimensional irreducible representation) of AG(u), 
Then {p~,., p~,8}={8401S' 17512}, and we must find the right bijection. 

Take a parabolic subgroup of G with a Levi factor M of type D5 + A 2• 

Then C is induced from the class (A 2 ; 0) of M. We can therefore use (III). 
This gives subgroups H<JN of AaCu) with N/H~AM(U')~Z2' Up to con
jugation there are only two possibilities. If N = AaCu), then p~, e = 8401S' 
The characteristic 0 theory was invoked to eliminate the case where N =1= 
AG(u). But this second case gives multiplicities which do not work (in 
particular because the restriction of 17512 to the Weyl group of M has no 
component of the form P:',¢') and this can also be used to reject it. 

§ 5. 

We review now the various groups under consideration and state the 
results. We start with some notation. 

5.1. Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G, L a Levi factor of Q and 
v a unipotent element of L. Suppose there exists t E AL(V)~ such that 
(v, t) is cuspidal for L. Let Q'::J Q be a parabolic subgroup of G which 
is minimal among those containing Q strictly. The group NQ,(L)/L has 
order 2. Let sQ' be its non-trivial element. Then NG(L)/L, together with 
the set of its elements of the form sQ" is a Coxeter group [15]. 

We shall use the following kind of notation. If G, L are respectively 
of types F4 , Bz, we write s(Bs), s(Cs) for the two generators of NG(L)!L. 
This notation is somewhat ambiguous for example when G is of type E7

Pand 
L of type (3A 1)", that is when L corresponds to the following subdiagram: 
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In this case NiL)jL is isomorphic to a Weyl group of type F4 • Of the four 
generators, two are of the form s( 4AI) and two of the form s«As + AI)"). 
But it still makes sense to decide that s( 4A I ) corresponds to a short root 
and s«As+AI)") to a long root. We can then consider Kondo's tables [121 
as the character table of NiL)jL. 

Let p = char (k). The cases where L is neither G nor a maximal torus. 
are listed in the table below. The third column gives the conditions under 
which there exists a unipotent element.v eLand 0/ e AL(V)'" with (V, 0/) 
cuspidal for L. 

conditions 
G L on G and p No (L)jL long roots short roots. 
F4 B2 p=2 B2 s(Bs) s(Cs) 

E6 2A2 
simply connected G2 S(A5) s(2A2+AI) 

p=/=3 
E6 D4 p=2 A2 

E7 (3AI)" 
simply connected 

F4 s«(As + AI)") s(4AI) 
p=/=2 

E7 D4 p=2 Bs S(D5) S(D4+ AI) 
E7 E6 p=3 Al 
E8 D4 p=2 F4 S(D5) s(D4+AI} 

E8 E7 p=2 Al 
E8 E6 p=3 Gz S(E7) s(E6+AI} 

5.2. In addition to that introduced in (3.1), we use the following 
notation for (NiL)jL)"'. 

If No(L)jL is of type Bs, we use pairs of partitions to parametrize 
(No(L)jL)"', with (3, 0) for the trivial representation and (0, P) for the sign 
representation. 

Suppose now that No(L)jL is of type AI> Az, Bz or Gz• The sign re
presentation is denoted e. If there are long roots and short roots, let St, Se 
e NiL)jL be the generators corresponding respectively to a long root and 

to a short root. Let then eJ. ee be the representations of degree 1 defined 
by lOt (St) = ee(se) = -1, et(se) = e.(St) = 1. If No(L)jL is of type Az or Bz, let 
8 be the irreducible representation of degree 2. If NiL)jL is of type Gz, 
there are two irreducible representations of degree 2. We shall denote 
them 8', 8" without trying to distinguish them (and the 8' arising from 
2AzcE6 doesn't need to be the same as the 8' arising from E6CES). 

5.3. Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume now that G is simple 
and simply connected. This assumption holds in particular for the tables. 
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The corresponding results for adjoint groups of type Es or E7 can be easily 
recovered. 

5.4. We fix now the notation for Aa(u)". The possibilities for Aa(u) 
are the following: 

where Zn is cyclic of order n, Sn is the permutation group of n letters and 
DB is dihedral of order 8. 

If Aa(u) is cyclic of even order, let -1 be the unique irreducible re
presentation which has {I, -I} as image (exceptionally this representation 
will also be denoted e, when no confusion may arise). For Ss and DB let e 
be the sign representation and (J the unique irreducible representation of 
degree 2. For DB there are two additional representations of degree 1. 
We shall denote them e', e" without trying to distinguish them further. 
For S4 (resp. S5) we use partitions of 4 (resp. 5) to parametrize Aa(u)A, with 
J4 (resp. ]5) for the sign representation. 

When Aiu) is isomorphic to Z2 X Z2' the action of Aiu) on the set of 
irreducible components of m~ factors through Z2. This defines an irredu
cible representation e. The remaining irreducible representations will be 
denoted e', e". 

If Aa(u) is cyclic of order 4, let Tj be a faithful irreducible representa
tion of Aiu). Then Aa(u)A={l, -1, Tj, -Tj}. 

If Aa(u) is isomorphic to Zs or Z5' let I; be a non-trivial irreducible 
representation. Then Aiu)A={l, 1;, 1;2} or {I, 1;, 1;\ I;s, 1;4}. If Aa(u)~Zs 
~ZsX Z2' let I; be a non-trivial irreducible representation which factors 
through Zs. Then Aa(u)A={l, 1;,1;2, -1, -I;, -~}. Suppose now that 
G is of type Es with char (k) =1= 3. Then the centre Z of G is cyclic of order 
3. Let G=GjZ, a=uZ. If Aa(u) =1= Aa(a), then Aa(u) is canonically iso
morphic to Aa(a) X Z (this is an empirical observation). This shows that 
the choice of I; E Aa(u)A can be done uniformly. 

It remains the case where Aiu)~Z2XSS. Combining the notation 
above, we have Aa(u)"={l, (J, e, -1, -(J, -e}. This description of Aa(u)" 
depends on the isomorphism with Z2 X Ss. The Z2 factor is well defined, 
but there are two possibilities for Ss, and to interchange them has the effect 
to permute -1 and -e. We have Aiu)~Z2XSS in two cases (G of type 
E7, u in the class Ds(a2)+Al , p=l=2; G of type EB, u in the class Eiaz)+Al , 

p=2). In both cases there is a unique ifJ E Aiu)A for which (u, ifJ) is cuspi
dal, and the isomorphism Aa(U)~Z2XSS can be arranged to give ifJ= -e. 

5.5. When Na(L)jL is of type AI, the result is given directly by pro
perty (V). 
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Suppose now that G is of type Es, L of type Ea and char (k) = 3. If u 
is a regular unipotent element of L, then AL(u) is cyclic of order 3 and (u, '), 
(u, '2) are cuspidal for L. The group NG(L)/L is of type G2• Assuming 
that in (5.4) the choice of, E AG(u)'" is made carefully enough when AG(u) 
is cyclic of order 3 or 6, the part of the generalized Springer correspondence 
pertaining to (u, ') is given by the following table. 

class of U AG(u) cp P~,~ 
Es Zg , 1 

ES(a1) Zg , 
Co 

E7+ Al Za , ()f 

E7 Zg , ()" 

Ea+Al Zg , et 
E a Zg , 

C 

The remaining parts of the generalized Springer correspondence are 
given by the tables below. 

Remarks. a) In comparing with Shoji's results [23] for F4, the reader 
should remember to tensor the irreducible representations of Wby the sign 
representation. 

b) For F4, char (k) = 2, the properties listed in paragraph 1 are actu
ally not sufficient to compute Springer's correspondence. Let U be an 
element of the class Flag). Then AaCu)~Sg, P;,I=XI2 , Xa,2 is of the form 
p~,~ for some cp E AG(uy' and the remaining element of AG(u)" gives a 
cuspidal pair. We have to decide whether cp=() or cp=e. A similar 
problem was encountered in [27]. The same method works here. One 
can start with the representative X 17 given by Shinoda [21]. 

c) For Ea, E7 and Es the computations depend to a large extent on 
Mizuno's results [18], [19]. For Es in characteristic 2, Mizuno's tables give 
149 conjugacy classes of pairs (u, cp), and following Lusztig there should be 
only 146. For the class ES(a2) (resp. D4+A2) Mizuno gives Z4 (resp. Z2) 
for AaCu), but one can show that actually AG(u)=Zz (resp. AG(u) = 1). The 
tables give the corrected values. 

G2 

class of U du AG(u) ~ 
cp P 

G2 0 Z(6,P) 1 1 
G2(a1) 1 Sg (p:f:3) 1 ()f 

Z2 (p=3) () Ct (p:f:3) 
Al 2 1 1 ()" 
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Al 3 1 1 e. 
(AI)a 3 1 1 1$8 (p=3) 

~ 6 1 1 1$ 

Here (J' is the standard representation of W. 

F4 

class of u d,. Aiu) ~ B2 (p=2) 
q; p q; P 

F, 0 Z(12,PO) 1 XI,I -1 1 
Fial ) 1 Z2 1 X4,1 

-1 X2,a (p =1= 2) 
F,(a2) 2 Z2 (p=l=2) 1 Xg,1 (J (J 

Ds (p=2) -1 X2,1 (p=l=2) 
1$' X2,1 (p=2) 

e" X2,s(p=2) 
Ba 3 Z(2,P) 1 XS,I -1 e. 
Cs 3 Z(2,P) 1 Xs,s -1 1$8 

Fia3) 4 S4 (p=l=2) (4) X12 (p=l=2) 
Ss (p=2) (31) X9,3 (p =1= 2) 

(22) Xe,2 (p =1= 2) 
(211) XI,3 (p=l=2) 

1 XI2 (p=2) 
(J X6,2(P=2) 

C3(al ) 5 Z(2,p-l) 1 XI6 
-1 X4,3 (p =1= 2) 

B2 6 Z(2,P-I) 1 X9,2 
-1 X, (p=l=2) 

A2+AI 6 1 1 X6,1 
C3(al )2 6 1 1 Xg,s(p=2) 
A2+AI 7 1 1 X,,2 
(A2+AI)2 7 1 1 X4,s(p=2) 
(B2)2 8 Z2 1 X, (p=2) -1 e 

1'2 9 Z(2,P) 1 XS,2 
-1 XI,S (p=2) 

A2 9 Z2 1 XS,4 

-1 XI,2 

AI+AI 10 1 1 X9,4 

Al 13 Z(2,P_I) 1 X,,4 
-1 X2,2 (p=l=2) 

(1'1)2 16 1 1 X2,2(P=2) 
Al 16 1 1 X2,4 
~ 24 1 1 XI,4 
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E6 

class of u du Ao(u) 0 2A2 (p=/=3) D4 (p=2) 
q; p q; p q; P 

E6 0 ZS(2,P) 1 10 , 1 -1 1 
E6(al) 1 Z(S,P'_I) 1 61 

, ec 

D5 2 Z(2,P) 1 202 -1 cp 
A5+ AI 3 Z2(S,P'-I) 1 30s , ()' 

-1 155 
As 4 Z(S,P'-I) 1 154 

, ()" 

D5(al) 4 1 1 644 

A4+ AI 5 1 1 605 
D4 6 Z(Z,P) 1 246 -1 e 

A4 6 1 1 81 6 

Dial) 7 Ss 1 807 

() 90B 
e 2010 

A 3+AI 8 1 1 60B 
2A2+AI 9 Z(S,p2 _1) 1 109 

, el 
As 10 1 1 81 10 

A2+2AI 11 1 1 6011 

2A2 12 Z(S,P'_I) 1 2412 , e 
A2+AI 13 1 1 641s 
A2 15 Z2 1 3015 

-1 1517 
3AI 16 1 1 1516 
2AI 20 1 1 2020 
Al 25 1 1 625 
0 36 1 1 Is6 

E7 

class of u du AaCu) 0 3A~' (p=/=2) D4 (p=2) 
q; p q; p q; P 

E7 0 Z2(6,P) 1 10 -1 XI,I -1 (3,0) 
Eial) 1 Z2 1 71 -1 X2,1 -1 (0,3) 
Ela2) 2 Z2 1 272 -1 X4,1 -1 (2, 1) 
D6+AI 3 Z2XZ(2,P-1l 1 56s e' XB,I 

e 21 6 e" X1,2 
E6 3 Z(6,P) 1 21s -1 (1,2) 
E6(al) 4 Z2 1 1204 
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-1 1055 
D6 4 Z2 1 354 -1 X9,1 -1 (21,0) 
D6(a1)+A1 5 Z~2'P-l) 1 1895 e' X4,2 

e 157 (p=I=2) e" Xa,3 

A6 6 Z(2,P) 1 1056 
-1 157 (p=2) 

D6(a1) 6 Z2 1 2106 -1 X9,2 -1 (0,21) 

Ds+A1 6 Z2 1 1686 -1 X2,3 -1 (12, 1) 

Dia2) + Al 7 S3 X Z(2,P-l) 1 3157 -1 X12 
f} 2809 -f} X6,2 
e 3513 

Ds 7 Z(2,P) 1 1897 -1 (1, F) 
(As + AI)' 8 Z2 1 405a 

-1 18910 
D6(aJ 8 Z(2,P-l) 1 280a -1 X16 

(As + AI)" 9 Z(2,P-l) 1 709 -1 %6,1 
A' 5 9 1 1 2169 

DS(a1)+A1 9 Z(2,P-l) 1 3789 -1 X4 
DS(a1) 10 Z2 1 42010 

-'-1 33611 

A4+A2 10 1 1 21010 
A4+Al 11 Z2 1 51211 

-1 51212 
A" 5 12 Z(2,P-l) 1 10512 -1 Xa,4 
D4+Al 12 Z2 1 8412 -1 X9,3 -1 (P, 0) 
A4 13 Z2 1 42013 

-1 336u 
A s+A2+A1 13 Z(2,P-l) 1 21013 -1 X4,s 
As+A2 14 Z(2,P-l) 1 37814 

-1 8415 (p=l=2) 
(As+A2)2 15 1 1 8415 (p=2) 
D4 15 Z(2,P) 10515 -1 (0, P) 

Dia1)+A1 15 Z 2XZ(2,P-l) 1 4051s e' X9,4 
e 18917 e" X2,4 

A3+2Al 16 Z(2,P-l) 1 21616 -1 X8,2 
Dial) 16 Ss 1 31516 

f} 28018 
e 3522 
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(A3+AI), 17 1 1 20817 
2A2+AI 18 1 1 70ls 
(A3+AI)" 20 Z(2,P-l) 1 18920 -1 X4,4 

A3 21 1 1 21021 
2A2 21 1 1 16821 
A2+3AI 21 Z(2,P_I) 1 10521 -1 XI,3 
A2 +2AI 22 1 1 18922 
A2+AI 25 Z2 1 12025 

-1 10526 
4AI 28 Z(2,P_I) 1 152s -1 X2,2 
A2 30 Z2 1 5630 

-1 21 33 
3A~ 31 1 1 3531 
3A~' 36 Z(2,P-1l 1 21 36 -1 XI,4 

2AI 37 1 1 2737 
Al 46 1 1 746 
~ 63 1 1 163 

Es 

class of u du AaCu) ~ D4 (p=2) 
<p p <p P 

Es 0 Z(60,P2) 1 10 -1 XI,I 
Es(al) 1 Z(l2,P2) 1 81 -1 X2,1 
EsCa2) 2 Z(2,P) 1 352 -1 X4,1 
E7+ A I 3 Z 2XZ(6,P) 1 1123 e' XS,I 

e 28s e" XI,2 

E7 4 Z(l2,P2) 1 844 -1 X9,1 
Ds 4 Z2 1 2104 

-1 1607 
E7(al)+AI 5 Z2 1 5605 -1 X4,2 

-1 50s (p:;t:2) 

Eial) 6 Z(2,P) 1 5676 -1 X9,2 
Ds(al) 6 Z2 (p:;t:2) 1 7006 () XS,3 

Ds (p=2) -1 300s (p:;t:2) 
e' 300s (p=2) 

e" 50s (p=2) 

D7 7 Z(2,P) 1 4007 -1 X2,3 
Ela2)+AI 7 S3XZ(2,P) 1 14007 -1 X12 
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8 10089 -8 Xe,2 

e 5619 

A8 8 Sa 1 14008 
8 157510 
e 35014 

E7(a2) 8 Z(2,P) 1 13448 -1 X18 

Es+A1 9 Z(S,P) 1 4489 -1 XS,l 

.D7(a1) 9 Z(2,P-1) 1 32400 

-1 105010 (p*2) 

(D7(a1»2 10 Z2 1 105010 (p=2) -1 X~ 

.D8(aa) 10 S3 (p*3) 1 224010 
Z2 (p=3) 8 17512 (p*3) 

e 84013 

Ds+A1 10 Z2 1 226810 
-1 129613 

E6(a1)+A1 11 Z2 1 409611 

-1 409612 

A7 11 1 1 140011 

(A7)a 12 1 1 17512 (p=3) 

Ee 12 Z(S,P) 1 52512 -1 X8,~ 

.Dla2) 12 Zz 1 420012 
-1 336013 

Ds 12 Z(2,P) 1 97212 -1 X9,3 

ES(a1) 13 Z2 1 280013 

-1 210016 

D,+A2 13 Z(2,P-1) 1 453613 
-1 84014 (p*2) 

(D,+AJz 14 Zz 1 84014 (p=2) -1 X~,3 

DS(a1)+A1 14 Z(2,P-1) 1 60751~ 
-1 70016 (p*2) 

As+A1 14 1 1 283514 

A6 15 Z(Z,P) 1 42001, 
-1 70016 (p=2) 

Da(a1) 15 Z Z XZ(2,P) 1 560015 e' X9,~ 

e 240017 e" X2,~ 

2A, 16 S5 (5) 44801S 
(41) 567018 
(32) 453618 
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(3P) 168022 
(221) 140020 
(2IB) 7082 

D5+ AI 16 Z(2,P) 1 320016 -1 X6,2 
A5+ A2 17 S8 1 716817 

8 560019 
to 44825 

D6(aJ 18 Z2 1 420016 
-1 268820 

A5+2AI 18 Z2 1 315016 
-1 113420 

(A5+ AI)' 19 1 1 201619 
D5(a l )+A2 19 1 1 134419 

D5 20 Z(2,P) 1 210020 -1 X", 
A,+As 20 1 1 42020 
(A5 + AI)" 21 Z2 1 560021 

-1 240028 

D4+ A2 21 Z(2,P_I) 1 420021 
-1 16824 (p=/=2) 

A5 22 1 1 320022 
D5(al )+A1 22 1 1 607522 
A4+A2+AI 22 1 1 283522 
A,+A2 23 1 1 453628 

(D4+AJ2 24 Z2 1 16824 (p=2) --1 XI,S 

A4+2AI 24 Z2 1 420024 
-1 336025 

D5(al ) 25 Z2 1 280025 
-1 210028 

A,+A1 26 Z2 1 409626 
-1 409627 

2As 26 1 1 84026 

D,+A1 28 Z(2,P) 1 70028 -1 X2,2 

D,(al )+A2 28 Z2 1 224028 
-1 840al 

Aa+ A2+AI 29 1 1 140029 

A, 30 Z2 1 2268so 
-1 12968a 

Aa+ A2 31 Z(2,P-I) 1 324031 
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-1 97232 (p =i= 2) 
(A3+A2)2 32 1 1 97232 (p=2) 
D4(al)+Al 32 S3 1 140032 

() 157534 

e 35038 

A3+2Al 34 1 1 105034 

D4 36 Z(2,P) 1 52536 -1 Xl ,4 

2A2+2Al 36 1 1 17536 

D4(al) 37 S3 1 140037 

() 100839 

e 5649 

A3+Al 38 1 1 134438 

2A2+Al 39 1 1 44839 

2A2 42 Z2 1 70042 

-1 30044 

A2+3Al 43 1 1 40043 

A3 46 1 1 56746 

A2+2Al 47 1 1 56047 

A2+Al 52 Z2 1 21052 

-1 16055 

4Al 56 1 1 5056 

A2 63 Z2 1 11263 

-1 2868 

3Al 64 1 1 8464 

2Al 74 1 1 3574 

Al 91 1 1 891 
~ 120 1 1 1120 

Unipotent cuspidal pairs (u, cp) 

G class of u AaCu) cp condition on p condition on G 
G2 G2(al) S3 e p=i=3 
G2 G2 Z2 -1 p=2 
G2 G2 Z3 (, (2 p=3 
G2 G2(al) Z2 -1 p=3 
F4 F.(a3) S4 (14) p=i=2 
F4 F4 Z3 (, (2 p=3 
F4 F4 Z4 1), - 1) p=2 
F4 F4(al) Z2 -1 p=2 



F4 Fla2) 

F4 F4(aa) 
E6 A5+ AI 

E6 E6 
E6 E6 
E7 Dla2)+AI 

E7 E7 
E7 E7 
Ea 2A4 
E8 Ea 
E8 E7+ AI 

Ea Ea(al ) 

E8 Da(a l ) 

Ea ErCa2)+AI 

Generalized Springer Correspondence 

Da I!; p=2 
Sa I!; p=2 
Z6 _\;" _\;'2 p=/=3 
Z6 _\;', _\;'2 p=2 
Za \;" \;'2 p=3 
SaXZz -I!; p=/=2 
Z6 _\;', _\;'2 p=3 
Z4 r;, -r; p=2 
S5 (15) 

Z5 \;" \;'2, \;'a, \;'4 p=5 
Z6 _\;" _\;'2 p=3 
Z4 r;, -r; p=2 
Da I!; p=2 
S3 XZ2 -I!; p=2 
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